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To ensure Council actively engage and consult with the community that reside near and use the
foreshore and that the community are supportive of any planned coastal development or other plans
for the foreshore, reveal needs of the foreshore areas as the community see them, and keep the
community informed of what are the issues and fulfilled works undertaken on the foreshore.
To tap into the vast knowledge of the community members that live near the foreshore and use the
foreshore and utilize this expertise for coastal planning considerations.
To recognize that those that live near and use their area within a FIG area of coverage often have
great knowledge of that area both from a current age and a historical perspective.
To establish that those appointed on a FIG by Council feel recognized and valued contributors to
their foreshore areas and that their ideas represent what a greater community membership would
ideally desire for their FIG area.
To have consultative meetings with Coastal planners at least quarterly if not every second month
with each FIG as had been undertaken in the past. This ensures that both parties are made aware of
issues related to the FIG area from a local perspective as well as a state and/or federal perspective. 
To give input of ideas that can be utilized into the production of documents/submissions required by
various bodies thus ensuring that Council is aware of what the community think.
To provide a one page quarterly periodical newsletter to provide information to the community as well
as visitors of the specific FIG area they are in. Tourists are not always aware of species of fauna and
fauna that are indigenous or native to an area and species that are not, and what is allowed and
prohibited within an area. This will ensure that knowledge is provided of value to community and
visitors.
To provide Council administrative support to enable the continuance of FIG's and the tapping into
their knowledge and community voice they relay.

Do you currently have money (partial or otherwise) to fund this project?

  No

Do you plan to seek additional funding sources, i.e. grants, donations, etc.

  No

Are there other community members, organisations, businesses, etc. that you are, or might, work
with to help deliver this project?

  Those community members and organizations that have an interest in their respective foreshore
areas. Being an appointed voice relaying their ideas and desires for the foreshore.

Are there key stages, timelines of dates for this project?

  Ongoing yearly budgeting required from Council for this FIG model to be reestablished and
maintained each year.

Has funding previously been sought for this project?

  No

Will this project require ongoing maintenance or continued financial support from the Shire? (if
known)

  Yes

Do you want to be heard at the Forward Planning Meeting?

  No

Additional submission details

The old Foreshore Advisory Group (now called Foreshore Information Group) model worked. Since
FIG's have been unsupported by Council their demise has begun. Groups are not meeting, have not
felt valued and able to give input, have not be consulted about undertakings in their particular FIG
area. In particular, for our Mornington Foreshore area undertakings have taken place without any
community consultation. A complaint response has had be undertaken to repair what should not
have taken place without consultation, e.g. fencing along the Esplanade. If Council wish to meet what
they call Openness: actively engage with the community and to meet their Mission: encourage you to
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get involved in your community then two sided communication needs to take place. The FIG's are an
ideal opportunity for changes along the foreshore to be openly discussed and strategies developed
that are agreeable to the community and would be cost effective, especially with regards the fencing
rework that needed to take place when community members had to express their dismay of the non
consultative manner that this took place. 

Council need to provide within their budget ongoing funding to support the FIG's. Budgeting needs to
consider, adequate staff to meet with FIG's, administrative support, meeting rooms be made
available at no cost to FIG's. As volunteers FIG's need to be provided with adequate support, training
and opportunities to attend forums etc. that CoM's, Council and other organisations do at no cost to
the individual. If there are out of pocket expenses incurred by FIG's then, like any volunteer, this
needs to be able to be reimbursed to the individual. FIG's are not incorporated bodies and the
Council needs to remember particularly this and that they are volunteered.

It would be ideal if selection to a FIG was undertaken similarly as it had in the past, i.e., an
expression of interest is given to Council, then Council decide via a Council meeting and the
successful nominations are awarded a spot on an area FIG.

If Council do not show support for the FIG's then further demise of area FIG's will take place.
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council with 192 Kms of coast could be seen as a leading local
government that enlists the voice of the community through FIG groups. The model can be fulfilling
for both the individual FIG's and MPSC and show other local governments that grass root community
consultation is the foundation of Coastal Planning processes. FIG's could be the meeting point of
Council departments forehshore proposals when it comes to works along the foreshore, that is, from
a community consultative perspective. From a community member perspective, it does not appear
that departments talk to one another now e.g. infrastructure not talking to Coastal Planning with
regards the fencing along the Esplanade let alone consulted with the community nor the local FIG.

All or any part of this submission will be made public and I have read the confidentiality statements

I understand
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